We reveal a novel mechanism that explains how preparatory activity can evolve in motor-related 33 cortical areas without prematurely inducing movement. The smooth eye movement region of the 34 frontal eye fields (FEFSEM) is a critical node in the neural circuit controlling smooth pursuit eye 35 movement. Preparatory activity evolves in FEFSEM during fixation in parallel with an objective 36 measure of visual-motor gain. We propose that the use of FEFSEM output as a gain signal 37 allows for preparation to progress in the pursuit system without causing movement. We also 38 show that preparatory modulation of firing rate in FEFSEM progresses in a way that predicts 39 movement, providing evidence against the "movement-null" space hypothesis of how 40 preparatory activity can progress without movement. Finally, there is partial reorganization of 41 FEFSEM population activity between preparation and movement. We propose that this 42 reorganization allows for a directionally non-specific component of preparatory visual-motor 43 gain enhancement in the pursuit system. 44 83
Introduction 45
Preparation is an important component of voluntary movement. Throughout the motor system, 46 many neurons show modulation of firing rate that occurs during movement preparation that is 47 linked to parameters of the ensuing movement (Dorris et al., 1997; Glimcher and Sparks, 1992;  based on previous publications showing that FEFSEM output during pursuit initiation is involved 139 in controlling the gain of visual-motor transmission (Tanaka and Lisberger, 2001) . 140 To test whether FEFSEM preparatory activity could be acting as a gain signal, we conducted 141 experiments that measured only pursuit behavior, but were carefully contrived based on 142 knowledge of the properties of preparatory activity in FEFSEM. We delivered a brief (50 ms) 143 pulse of target motion at 5 deg/s during fixations leading up to single-direction pursuit trials to 144 probe the state of gain of the pursuit system. We delivered the pulse at different times during the 145 build-up of preparatory activity and in different states of preparation. Because the test pulses of 146 visual motion were always exactly the same and eye speed was zero at the time of the pulse, any 147 effect of fixation time or preparatory state on the eye movement responses to the probe must 148 reflect a change in the setting of visual-motor gain in the pursuit system. 149 We found a series of parallels between the amplitude of preparatory activity and the setting of The behavioral assessment of visual-motor gain increases as a function of fixation time, 154 paralleling the progression of preparatory activity in FEFSEM. Figure 2A illustrates data from one 155 example session showing larger eye speed responses at later fixation times in response to 156 identical, but differently-timed, pulses of visual motion. The same result appeared consistently in 157 both monkeys we tested across multiple behavioral sessions ( Figure 2B ). Modulation of FEFSEM 158 preparatory activity showed a very similar time course across fixation for the overwhelming 159 majority of neurons that had positive preparatory firing rate modulation ( Figure 2C ). We can see 160 the tight link between visual-motor gain and preparatory firing if we plot the behavioral results 161 from Figure 2B against the preparatory firing from Figure 2C for each fixation time and each 162 monkey ( Figure 2D ). The relationship is fairly linear with a strong correlation between neural 163 responses and behavior (linear regression slope = 0.05 degrees/spike, r 2 = 0.77, n = 10 data 164 points between the two monkeys). 165 The behavioral assessment of visual-motor gain varies in parallel with preparatory activity when 166 we change the expected target speed by changing the blend of target speeds in a block of trials. 167 We showed previously that the amplitude of FEFSEM preparatory activity encodes an expectation Figure 3B ) during the "fast-context" (green traces, 80% of trials at 20 deg/s and 20% at 10 171 deg/s) compared to during the "slow-context" (blue traces, with 80% of trials at 2 deg/s and 20% 172 at 10 deg/s). Based on behavioral assessment using pulses of visual motion during fixation, 173 visual-motor gain during the preparatory period also is enhanced in the fast context compared to 174 the slow context. Eye velocity responses were larger during the fast-context versus the slow-175 context when we presented the same visual motion pulses during fixation at different times 176 (green versus blue in Figures 3C, scatter plot in Figure 3D ). In the fast-context versus slow-177 context, the mean eye velocity responses to the pulse were 3.02+0.71 deg/s (SD) versus 178 2.27+0.73 deg/s (SD), and the difference was statistically significant (p = 8.30 x 10 -6 , paired, 179 two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test, n = 26 behavioral experiments in two monkeys, z = 4.46, 180 Cohen's d = 1.06). 181 The directional specificities of preparatory modulation of visual-motor gain and FEFSEM 182 preparatory activity vary in parallel. To assess the directional specificity of preparatory visual-183 motor gain modulation, we delivered visual motion pulses during fixation again, but now in four 184 different directions relative to the consistent direction of the pursuit target motion in a given all directions using 2-sided Wilcoxon signed rank tests: same-direction (p = 2.60 x 10 6 , z = 4.70); 195 orthogonal-direction (p = 1.73 x 10 -6 , z = 4.78); and opposite-direction (p = 4.78 x 10 -6 , z = 196 4.78). The differences from same-direction were statistically significant using the paired sample, 197 2-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test for n=30 experiments on 2 monkeys: same versus orthogonal-198 pulses (p = 0.0093, z = 2.60, Cohen's d = 0.63); same-versus opposite-direction pulses (p = 199 0.029, n = 30, z = 2.19, Cohen's d = 0.62). Thus, there is a greater preparatory enhancement of 200 visual-motor gain in the expected direction of the upcoming pursuit trial. Further, the increase in 201 response amplitude over fixation time for all directions of pulses indicates a degree of global or 202 directionally non-specific preparatory enhancement of visual motor gain.
203
FEFSEM preparatory activity also is related to the expectation of target direction created by 204 adjusting the preponderance of target directions in a block of trials. We divided our FEFSEM 205 population into three groups according to the relative difference between the preferred direction 206 of each cell and the direction of the experiment: -45 to +45 deg (same direction), +45 to +135 207 deg (orthogonal), -135 to +135 deg (opposite). Consistent with a larger behavioral preparatory 208 enhancement of visual-motor gain in the expected direction, FEFSEM neurons display the largest 209 ramps in firing rate during fixations leading to target motion towards their preferred direction 210 ( Figure 4B ). Preparatory firing rate modulation was smallest for upcoming target motions that 211 were opposite to the preferred direction and intermediate for upcoming target motions that were 212 orthogonal to the preferred direction. 
Modulation of FEFSEM preparatory activity occurs along movement-potent dimensions 214
Studies of arm movement have shown that population preparatory activity in M1 and PMd 215 evolves in a manner that does not predict movement (Kaufman et al., 2014) . Movement is 216 prevented during preparation because the population activity resides in "movement-null" neural 217 dimensions. We now test this idea on our population of FEFSEM neurons. A priori, such a 218 mechanism could generalize to the smooth pursuit eye movement system, especially since activity resided in an output null state until there is a believable visual motion signal to drive 223 pursuit initiation. Two mechanisms for preventing unwanted movement might be better than one. 224 We established the movement-potent dimensions for our sample of FEFSEM neurons from blocks 225 of trials where the monkey pursued a patch of dots that moved in each of 8 randomly chosen 226 directions ( Figure 5A ). The population average of FEFSEM firing across our full sample of 227 neurons was strongly tuned to the direction of target motion and pursuit ( Figure 5B ), with a large 228 increase in firing rate in the "preferred direction" of the cell, a smaller increase when motion was 229 at +/-45 degrees from the preferred direction, no modulation for visual motion orthogonal to the 230 preferred direction, and decreases in firing rate for +/-135 degrees and 180 degrees from the 231 preferred direction. We generated the traces in Figure 5B by rotating the responses of all neurons 232 so that preferred direction was zero degrees and then averaging the firing rates as a function of 233 time across all 146 recorded neurons. 234 We represented the movement-potent dimension for our population by computing the optimal the entire FEFSEM population and did not simply pick out a few particularly informative cells.
242
The model worked well on data from pursuit trials that were not used to compute the weights: 243 target motion at three different speeds (2, 10, and 20 deg/s) and two different contrasts (12% and 244 100%) from a separate block of trials that presented visual motion in a single, repeated direction.
245
It produced fairly accurate predictions for horizontal eye velocity ( Figure 5D , slope = 1.09, r 2 = 246 0.85) and accurately predicted essentially zero vertical eye velocities (not shown).
247
In full transparency, we used a strategically-contrived procedure for creating the population 248 responses used above to compute the optimal linear model from the 8-direction blocks of trials.
249
Below, we use the model to compute the smooth eye movement predicted by the same 250 population of FEFSEM neurons during preparatory activity recorded during blocks of trials that 251 created predictable target motions in a single fixed direction. We ran multiple single-direction 252 blocks for each neuron using target directions that were different from each other and often 253 different from the preferred direction(s) of the neuron(s) under study. To combine data across 254 experiments, we treated each of the 297 single-direction blocks from the 146 neurons as a 255 separate "sample" resulting in a "population response" with a total of 297 samples that were used 256 8 to compute the optimal linear model. Second, we rotated each neuron's direction-tuning data 257 from its original absolute directionality to an angle that artificially aligned the directions of target 258 motion in the single-direction experiments at 0 degrees (rightward). The multiple samples 259 provided by any one neuron to the population response were different because the direction-260 tuning data was rotated by a different amount for each sample. We included multiple single-261 direction blocks from the same neurons as if they were independent under the relatively safe 262 assumption that there is a different neuron with a tuning curve that is naturally aligned in the 263 manner that we rotated our data.
264
The optimal linear model predicts movement when there is none, during fixation and preparatory 265 activity. It does not avoid movement-potent dimensions. When we passed the trial-averaged 266 population preparatory firing rate modulation from single-direction blocks through the model, we 267 obtained a non-zero prediction for change in eye velocity across fixation ( Figures 6A and B ). Figure 1) . Thus, for the motor system we study, the data contradict 282 the prediction of the null-space hypothesis: the optimal linear model for pursuit initiation 283 predicts significant non-zero eye velocities driven by preparatory activity.
284
Partial reorganization of population activity from preparatory-to pursuit-related dimensions 285 If preparatory and pursuit-related activity resided in orthogonal dimensions, then we would say 286 that the population activity in FEFSEM reorganized completely in the transition from preparation 287 to action. If they resided in parallel dimensions, then we would say that they did not reorganize 288 at all. We now show that the truth lies between these two extremes by using principal component 289 analysis to compare the neural dimensions related to preparation and movement. After reducing 290 the dimensionality of our preparatory-and pursuit-related population responses during the 291 single-direction trial blocks, we analyze the first preparatory and pursuit PCs (PCPrep1 and 292 PCPurs1), each of which captures more than 70% of the variance ( Figure 7A ). with the neural responses, the projections scaled with target speed and are larger in magnitude 296 and shorter in latency for high-compared to low-contrast targets ( Figure 7B ). As expected given 297 the results in the previous section using the optimal linear model, the projection of preparatory 298 9 activity onto PCPurs1 shows a ramp increase across fixation ( Figure 7D ). The main difference 299 between the preparatory and pursuit projections is that the preparatory projection ramps up more 300 slowly to a smaller magnitude compared to the pursuit projections. 301 We demonstrate that there is a partial reorganization of population activity between preparation 302 and pursuit-related activity by computing the angle between PCPrep1 and PCPurs1. We used a 303 bootstrap approach in which we sampled trial-averaged neurons from our population, 304 independently found PCPrep1 and PCPurs1 for the sampled population, and calculated the angle 305 between them. We used a sampling procedure that created 1,000 simulated population responses, Figure 3B , is significantly bimodal ( Figure 8A , Hartigan's Dip Test, Dip 317 statistic = 0.0794, p = 0.001). One peak is at a positive ratio and a smaller peak is at a negative 318 ratio. A positive ratio indicates that a given unit behaves in a similar manner during preparation 319 and movement, whereas a negative ratio indicates a change in behavior between preparation and 320 pursuit. We conclude that there are two subpopulations in FEFSEM, and that the one with negative 321 PCPrep1/PCPurs1 ratios may be responsible for the partial reorganization of population activity 322 between preparation and movement.
323
To test our hypothesis about the role of neurons with negative PCPrep1/PCPurs1 ratios, we separated For Subpopulation 2 alone, the angle between PCPrep1 and PCPurs1 is 149.5 degrees. These facts 341 suggest that Subpopulation 2 is responsible for the partial reorganization of population activity 342 between preparation and movement, and that the large difference in response amplitudes 343 between the two populations is at least partly responsible for a lack of full reorganization 344 between preparatory-and movement-related dimensions. 345 The existence of two subpopulations of FEFSEM neurons allows for a directionally-nonspecific 346 component of preparatory visual-motor gain enhancement. In Subpopulation 1, preparatory 347 modulation of firing rate has conventional direction tuning. It is large and positive when the 348 upcoming target motion will be in the preferred direction of the cell, smaller when it will be 349 orthogonal to the preferred direction, and negative when it will be opposite to the preferred of population activity in the motor and pre-motor cortex supports the dynamical system 388 explanation.
389
A third mechanism, based on our and others' research in smooth pursuit eye movements, 390 involves the use of motor cortical output signals not to drive movement, but instead to modulate 391 the strength of sensory-motor transmission. In the pursuit system, several lines of evidence, most 392 notably the effects of microstimulation, imply that the output from the FEFSEM modulates the 
394
We imagine that all these mechanisms could be used in different blends by different motor 395 systems. So, the challenge is to identify the mechanisms that prevent preparatory activity from 396 causing movement in as many different movements as possible, explore the blend of mechanisms 397 deployed by each motor system, and find the neural substrates of the different mechanisms.
398
The use of FEFSEM output as a gain signal allows preparation to progress without causing 399 movement 400
In the present paper, we present evidence that the smooth pursuit eye movement system 401 emphasizes gain-modulation as a mechanism to allow preparation to progress without causing 402 movement. Even though preparatory activity in FEFSEM is movement-potent in the sense that it 403 shares dimensions with pursuit-related activity of the same population, preparatory activity fails 404 to cause smooth eye movement because its role is to modulate the strength of movement-potent 405 visual motion signals that are not present during preparation. Without the visual motion signal 406 that it acts upon, gain can be dialed up without causing movement. The smooth eye movement 407 output of the system will remain zero.
408
In contrast, our population analysis fails to support the dynamical systems explanation of 409 orthogonal preparatory-and movement-related neural dimensions, even though the preparatory-410 and pursuit-related neural dimensions are neither completely orthogonal nor completely 411 overlapping. We identified two subpopulations of cells in our data and one of them 412 ("Subpopulation 2") seems to be responsible for the partial reorganization of neural dimensions 413 between preparation and pursuit ( Figure 4D ). However, we do not think that the reorganization is 414 used to prevent movement. Instead, we propose that Subpopulation 2 is responsible for a 415 directionally non-specific component of preparatory visual-motor gain enhancement, in effect 416 providing a rigid and fairly uniform prior for the direction of target motion. A potential benefit of 417 such a rigid prior is that the system will never be caught entirely flat-footed if target motion 418 occurs in a completely unexpected direction. 419 Previous work suggests that gating mechanisms play minor roles for pursuit. The discharge of 420 the neurons involved in the switch for saccades is incompatible with the idea that pursuit might 421 use the same switch circuit (Missal and Keller, 2002) . The firing of omnipause neurons pauses 422 completely during the execution of saccades of any direction and amplitude but exhibits 423 directionally-tuned decrements of firing rate that are graded according to eye speed during 424 smooth pursuit eye movement. While one could argue that the use of an absolute versus a 425 dynamic gate to prevent activity from causing movement is a matter of semantics, we are 426 suggesting something fundamentally different in this paper: movement is not prevented during 427 modulation of FEFSEM activity by the action of an inhibitory gate, rather FEFSEM output is 428 controlling the gate. Indeed, it is possible that FEFSEM output interacts with omnipause neurons. causes smooth eye movement seems to contradict our conclusion that the output from FEFSEM is 439 modulatory. We suspect that the artificial situation created by micro-stimulation will drive 440 activity in brainstem oculomotor neurons simply because FEFSEM is anatomically connected to 441 the motor system. Beyond general anatomical connectivity, micro-stimulation-generated smooth 442 eye movements may say little about how FEFSEM output is actually used downstream.
443
Comparative advantages of different mechanisms for preventing movement during preparation 444 We suggest that the brain uses multiple mechanisms to prevent preparatory activity from causing 445 unwanted and premature movement, and that the primary mechanism used by any particular 446 movement system will depend on the organization of that particular system. Further, a system 447 could use multiple mechanisms at the same time, perhaps emphasizing one or another.
448
The short latency and sensory-driven features of pursuit may mitigate in favor of a system where 449 preparatory activity is used to modulate sensory-motor transmission. In pursuit, movement is 
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In the arm movement system and the motor cortex, it may be difficult to prevent activity in the 458 motor cortex from affecting the firing of motoneurons, and so it is ideal to nullify the preparatory 459 activity by contriving for it to reside in a movement-null dimension. Here, the link from sensory 460 input to motor output is less direct than for pursuit and the output from the primary motor cortex 
463
That said, it is possible that gain control mechanisms also operates in arm movements, both to 464 implement the essential function of adjusting to different contexts, and to allow preparatory 465 13 activity without movement. Just as we think that FEFSEM is responsible for the preparatory 466 aspects of pursuit and area MT is responsible for the movement drive, recent work in the mouse conditions, and normalized to the range across all conditions. To accommodate known lags 587 between firing rate and movement, behavioral data was shifted forward in time by 50 ms. We 588 repeated the analysis with shifting by 25 and 0 ms, but 50 ms yielded the best cross validation 589 shown in Figure 5D . Nevertheless, repeating the analysis with the other temporal shifts yielded 590 similar conclusions (data not shown). The weight matrix, W, was solved using regularized (ridge) 591 regression.
592
Firing rates during fixation from the single-direction paradigm were processed in a similar 593 manner. For each neuron, we averaged firing rate across trials, aligned to fixation onset. Each 594 trial contributed data up to the time of the onset of target motion in that trial. We discarded the 595 first 150 ms of averaged data to avoid any effects from the beginning of the trial and/or the 596 saccade back to the center of the screen from the previous trial. We also discarded the last 50 ms 597 of averaged data since there were too few trials with long enough fixation durations to generate a 598 meaningful average. Again, firing rates were subtracted to have a value of zero at the start of the 599 trial and normalized using the same ranges that were used for the normalization of the random 8- 
